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Yeah, reviewing a books i am phoenix guardians of the grail book 5 englis could mount up your
close friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, triumph
does not recommend that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as with ease as concord even more than other will ﬁnd the money for each success. next
to, the statement as capably as insight of this i am phoenix guardians of the grail book 5 englis can be
taken as well as picked to act.

Encyclopedia of Fantasy and Horror Fiction Don D'Ammassa 2009-01-01 Encyclopedia of Fantasy
and Horror Fiction provides comprehensive coverage of the major authors and works in these popular
genres. Each entry includes a brief discussion of the author's life and work and includes a full
bibliography. Each entry on
The Holy Grail Norma Lorre Goodrich 1992 Chronicles the events surrounding the search for the Holy
Grail, stripping away ﬁction and myth to oﬀer the true historical facts
The Temple and the Grail W. F. Veltman 2021-04-28 In the popular imagination, the Holy Grail – part of
the legendary romance of King Arthur – belongs to the realm of myth. The Knights Templar also have a
legendary, enigmatic aspect. Despite the immense volume of historical research available, plausible
explanations to the ‘mystery’ at the core of their practices have yet to be revealed. By studying these
two themes side-by-side and showing their inner relationship, Veltman reveals valuable new
perspectives. On the one hand he demonstrates that the ‘poetic imagination’ of the Grail mystery has its
origin in concrete historical events; and on the other hand, that the true history of the Knights Templar is,
essentially, esoteric. Combining historical research with insights gained from the work of Rudolf Steiner,
Veltman presents an impressive survey of the subject, beginning with the pre-Christian Mysteries and
ending with a vision of Michaelic Christianity. He analyses the signiﬁcance of the holy city of Jerusalem,
the Temple of Solomon, the Temple Legend, the Grail Temple, the Rosicrucians, the Templars’ gold, and
the fraught question of evil. In addition, he sketches the continuation or metamorphosis of the Grail and
Temple impulses into the future, including the critical ‘balancing’ role of Europe between East and West.
To become eﬀective, this important European task – which, he says, is continually being thwarted – must
be properly understood within the realm of human consciousness.
The World's Greatest Unsolved Mysteries Lionel and Patricia Fanthorpe 1997-09-01 Accompany the
Fanthorpes on their intriguing investigations in Canada and worldwide, through years of research into the
unexplained.
Where Were You Before The Tree of Life? Volume 4 Peter R. Farley
Antichrist: The Cloned Image of Jesus Christ Dr. Joye Jeﬀries Pugh
Opening the Ark of the Covenant Frank Joseph 2007-01-26 Through his worldwide research into its
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disappearance, author Frank Joseph has learned that the Ark was not a mere legend; nor was it just an
elaborate box used to store the original Ten Commandments. It was, he asserts, purpose-built to harness
the powers of the Earth for humanity's continued physical existence and spiritual evolutions.
Evermore Alyson Noël 2009-02-03 Don't miss Evermore, the ﬁrst book in Alyson Noël's #1 New York
Times bestselling The Immortals series. Enter an enchanting new world where true love never dies. . .
After a horrible accident claimed the lives of her family, sixteen-year-old Ever Bloom can see people's
auras, hear their thoughts, and know someone's entire life story by touching them. Going out of her way
to avoid human contact and suppress her abilities, she has been branded a freak at her new high
school—but everything changes when she meets Damen Auguste. Damen is gorgeous, exotic and
wealthy. He's the only one who can silence the noise and random energy in her head—wielding a magic
so intense, it's as though he can peer straight into her soul. As Ever is drawn deeper into his enticing
world of secrets and mystery, she's left with more questions than answers. And she has no idea just who
he really is—or what he is. The only thing she knows to be true is that she's falling deeply and helplessly
in love with him.
I Am Phoenix Elena Bryce 2018-12-03 I was born in the ﬂames, and I am a Gypsy, a Priestess, over 2000
years old. My life is a quest, constantly searching, seeking out the reason for my immortality. My mind
recalls Biblical Jerusalem, yet I know the present day. I am an enigma, searching for the hidden scrolls of
my father, waging war against the evils of the Earth, battling vampires and ancient Gods. And one day-mark my words--I shall return to ﬁnd and destroy the man who betrayed me and left me for dead.
Because not even my ﬁnal breath can halt me. I am Phoenix; through ﬁre, I will rise, and rise again.
Women of the Celts Jean Markale 1986-10 Historian Markale takes us deep into a mythical world where
both man and woman become whole by realizing the feminine principle in its entirety. The author
explores the rich heritage of Celtic women in history, myth, and ritual, showing how these traditions
compare to modern attitudes toward women.
The Serpent Grail Philip Gardiner 2012-01-01 This is the extraordinary story of the discovery of the
ultimate secrets of some of the world's most enigmatic mysteries - including the Holy Grail, the Elixir of
Life and the Philosopher's Stone.
When Darkness Comes Alexandra Ivy 2013-03-22 A woman ﬁnds danger and desire with a vampire
demon in this “sizzling paranormal romance” series debut by the New York Times bestselling author
(Savannah Russe, USA Today bestselling author of Beyond the Pale). The day Abby Barlow broke a
priceless vase, she thought she might lose her job. She had no idea what she was in for. In just a few
hours, she's survived an explosion, watched her employer die, had a startling dream, and now she ﬁnds
herself in a seedy Chicago hotel with the sexy vampire demon Dante, whom she both desires and fears.
For centuries, Dante has stood as guardian to The Chalice, a mortal woman chosen to hold back the
darkness threatening to overtake the world. A terrible twist of fate has now made Abby that woman.
Three hours ago, Dante would have used all his charms to seduce her. Now she is his to protect in an
epic battle between good and evil—and a desperate race to save their love. "An aﬀair so hot it burns up
the page." —Savannah Russe, USA Today bestselling author of Beyond the Pale "Alexandra Ivy is already
in a league of her own." —Lynn Viehl, author of Dark Need
The Holy Grail, Its Legends and Symbolism Arthur Edward Waite 1933
Immortal Blood Elena Bryce 2017-11-16 A beautiful witch. A warrior vampire. A journey of danger and
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desire... When Lachlan Thorn is entrusted with the task of relocating the Holy Grail, he'd rather work
alone. Unfortunately, he requires magical assistance and the only option is Ivy, a feisty witch whose
ability to distract him might prove fatal for them both. Ivy Meadows is new to her inherited magic and
had no idea it would draw the attention of vampires. Especially not one who's a red hot Highlander. With
a horde of enemies literally snapping at their necks, they embark on a mission to the mists of Scotland.
But as passion and peril collide, Ivy is forced back in time, where she connects with Lachlan in the past
and discovers the truth about their bond. While Lachlan is tested with an impossible choice. Can he stay
resolute in his duty to the Grail even if it means losing the only woman he's ever truly loved? "An allaround wonderful escape into the world of good versus evil, the power of an ancient relic and most of all,
the power of love. If you are Team Vampire, this one is a must read!" Tome Tender Book Blog "Outlander
with vampires. Outstanding!" Goodreads Reviewer "Finally, a fresh and yet believable take on vampire
lore. No sparkly vampires here, but they do have a noble cause. Truly original and captivating
paranormal romance." Goodreads Reviewer "If you loved A Shade of Vampire, Twilight or Magic
Wakening, this will blow them away." Brighton Book Babes
The Grail Legend Emma Jung 1998 Writing in a clear and readable style, two leading women of the
Jungian school of psychology present this legend as a living myth that is profoundly relevant to modern
life. 17 illustrations.
Eternal Chalice Juliette Wood 2008-06-30 The sacred allure of the Holy Grail has fascinated writers and
ensnared knights for over a thousand years. From Malory to Monty Python, the eternal chalice--said to be
the very cup from which Christ drank at the Last Supper--has the richest associations of any icon in
British myth. Many diﬀerent meanings have been devised for the Grail, which has been linked to the
Celts and King Arthur, the eucharistic rites of Eastern Christianity, ancient mystery religions, Jungian
archetypes, dualist heresies, Templar treasure and even the alleged descendants of Christ himself and
Mary Magdalene. The common thread running through all these stories is the assumption that the Grail
legend has a single source with a meaning that--if only we could decode it--is concealed in the romances
themselves. That meaning has become the subject of coded, secret documents and is the central feature
of a vast conspiracy supposedly stretching back to the dawn of western civilization. Juliette Wood here
reveals the elusive and embedded signiﬁcance of the Grail story in popular consciousness--as myth,
medieval romance, tangible holy relic and ﬁnally as the centre of an esoteric theory of global conspiracy.
The author shows how various interpretations of the Grail, over the centuries, reﬂect changing cultural
needs and desires. Her book will enthral those who, like Sir Perceval, seek to unlock the mysterious
secrets of western mythology's most extraordinary and tantalising enigma, and will delight students of
history, myth and religion alike.
The Arthur of the Germans 2020-10-15 From the twelfth century onwards the legends of King Arthur
and his knights, including the Tristan legend, spread across Europe, producing a vast range of
adaptations and new stories. German and Dutch literature were of central importance in this expansion
of Arthurian material from the 12th to 16th century. This title deals with this topic.
King Arthur Kaye D. Hennig 2008 Following a decade of research, the authors set out to prove the
existance of King Arthur and Camelot.
The Holy Grail Arthur Edward Waite 2006-01-01 The Grail legend is the centerpiece of Arthurian
literature, and this classic work by the renowned scholar Arthur Edward Waite ranks among the most
informative and profound books ever written on the subject. While the myths surrounding the Holy Grail
are seemingly in harmony with orthodox religion, Waite reveals that beneath their pious surface, they are
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as subversive as any other form of mysticism — illustrating the symbolic nature of doctrinal teachings, no
more intended for literal interpretation than is any ﬁction. With this informative study, Waite restores the
full and true meaning of the knightly quests for honor and adventure as journeys of the soul.
Glastonbury and the Grail Justin E. Griﬃn 2012-11-30 Glastonbury, a small town in Somerset, England,
stands at the epicenter of a longstanding tradition placing the Holy Grail in Britain. Legend holds that
Joseph of Arimathea traveled to Britain, bringing with him both a gathering of followers and the cup that
Jesus used at the last supper. He is said to have buried the Grail at Glastonbury, where some claim he
founded the ﬁrst church in England. This volume chronicles one man’s personal quest to ﬁnd historical
evidence supporting the traditional beliefs surrounding Joseph of Arimathea and the Holy Grail in
southern England. Bolstered by an abundance of evidence supporting the presence of Joseph in 1st
Century Britain, he separates his ﬁndings from the fantasy of the Grail Romances, answering questions
about the Grail and the origins and progressions of its legend.
Phoenix Rising Donald G. Lett 2008-02 In an age when the supply of gasoline to feed this modern
American society has become both more expensive and more scarce questions are being pondered.
Inquires like, How can a modern society scale back its dependence on gasoline as a motive source?' Are
there genuine alternative power sources?' Are they the answer to a growing crisis?' Recent
announcements of hybrids like those from Honda, Toyota, and Ford have really brought attention to this
issue. Hybrids that use both gasoline engines and electric motors. Really, though, alternative power
sources have been around for as long as the automobile has been. The battle between and among the
steam car, the electric and the gas car was fought out in the ﬁrst couple of decades of the twentieth
century. This book explores the ins and outs of that battle. A struggle from which the gasoline car
emerged completely victorious. To such an extent that steam cars and electric cars virtually disappeared
from the scene for many decades. We will look over all three alternatives, exploring their advantages and
disadvantages. We will also look over the obstacles to the steamers and the electrics. Barriers that still
exist to a certain extent. Handicaps that caused their disappearance in the ﬁrst place.
Picasso's Guernica - Images within Images, Third Edition Melvin E. Becraft 2016-10-14 Analysis
and criticism of Picasso's painting Guernica and key related Picasso paintings. In addition, there are two
unauthenticated related drawings thought to be by Picasso by this author. Since this is a critique of art,
quotes are considered by the author to be Fair Use.
An Anthology of German Literature, 800-1750 Peter Demetz 1968
The Knights Templar in the New World William F. Mann 2004-03-03 Uses the principles of sacred
geometry, archaeological evidence, and Native American legend to discover the site of a secret Templar
settlement in Nova Scotia • Oﬀers evidence that Scottish prince Henry Sinclair not only sailed to the New
World 100 years before Columbus, but that he also established a refuge there for the Templars ﬂeeing
persecution • Shows that the Grail, the holy bloodline connecting the House of David to the Merovingian
dynasty through Jesus and Mary Magdalene, was hidden in the New World In 1398, almost 100 years
before Columbus arrived in the New World, the Scottish prince Henry Sinclair, Earl of Orkney, sailed to
what is today Nova Scotia, where his presence was recorded by Micmac Indian legends about Glooskap.
This was the same Prince Henry Sinclair who oﬀered refuge to the Knights Templar ﬂeeing the
persecution unleashed against the order by French king Philip the Fair at the beginning of the 14th
century. With evidence from archaeological sites, indigenous legend, and sacred geometry handed down
by the Templar order to the Freemasons, author William F. Mann has now rediscovered the site of the
settlement established by Sinclair and his Templar followers in the New World. Here they found a safe
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refuge for the Grail--the holy bloodline connecting the House of David to the Merovingian Dynasty
through the descendants of Jesus and Mary Magdalene--until the British exiled all the Acadians in 1755.
The World's Greatest Unsolved Mysteries Lionel and Patricia Fanthorpe 1997-09-01 People
disappear without a trace. Captain Briggs, his crew, and his family vanished from the Canadian built Mary
Celeste. Ben Bathurst walked around the horses harnessed to his coach - and was never seen again.
People appear without explanation Kaspar Hauser arrived in Nuremberg as inexplicably as if he'd
materialised from some unknown dimension. Researchers of the paranormal have investigated cases
where thought-forms seem to have acquired quasi-physical properties. Madame Blavatsky claimed to
have done it. There were times when Nikola Tesla, the brilliant electrical experimenter, seems to have
lived in an alternative reality where mental images of his machines became solid to him. Tesla expert,
Oliver Nichelson, put forward a theory connecting Tesla's awesomely strange apparatus at Wardenclyﬀe,
Long Island, with the Tunguska explosion of 1908. Were similar strange forces responsible for moving the
Barbados coﬃns around in their sealed vault? Where do poltergeists, like the one that haunted Esther
Cox in Amherst, Nova Scotia, get their inexplicable energy? When scores of reliable witnesses continue to
report their sightings of UFOs, ghosts, crop circles, lake monsters, enormous cat-like beasts, Yeti, and
Sasquatch, how can their observations be explained? We live in an immeasurably strange universe,
miraculously suspended in space and time: a universe that has room for the mysteries of the ancient
British King Arthur, Merlin, and the Holy Grail; the Oak Island Money Pit in Canada; the undeciphered
Glozel Alphabet, and the Priest's Treasure at Rennes-le-Chateau in France; Mermaids and Sea Monsters;
the Kingdom of Prester John; the Riddle of the Pictish Stones at Meigle in Scotland; the Vampire of Croglin
Grange; Zombies and Wer-beasts; the Devil's Footprints in Devonshire; the Green Children of Woolpit;
Lost Cities and Sunken Islands; Pyramids and Stone Circles; Telepathy, Telekinesis, Teleportation, and
Prophecy. The list is endless. The investigations fascinating. The World's Greatest Unsolved Mysteries
invites the reader to accompany Lionel and Patricia Fanthorpe on their many intriguing investigations in
Canada and worldwide and their years of research into the unexplained.
The Guardians Night of the Phoenix Richard Austin 1987 Having survived the nuclear winter that resulted
from World War III, America and the Guardians, a four-man team of extraordinary warriors, face new
threats from Yevgeny Maximov, dictator of the Federated States of Europe
Guardians of the Holy Grail Mark Amaru Pinkham 2004 Presenting the ancient Holy Grail lineage from
Asia and how the Knights Templar were initiated into it, this book reveals how ancient Asian wisdom
became the foundation for the Holy Grail legend.
The Templars and the Grail Karen Ralls 2003 The result of 11 years of research, this well-documented
book surveys various theories about the Knight Templers' quest and lets readers decide what is fact.
Includes rare photos from the Rosslyn Chapel Museum (Scotland). 2 illustrations, 18 photos.
Guardians of Eternity Bundle 1 Alexandra Ivy 2021-03-30 Bound by loyalty, The Guardians of Eternity
are powerful, seductive vampire warriors. Unequaled in skill and courage, they are sworn to protect their
charges from all danger—except their own hungry desires. Share the thrill in this mesmerizing collection
from New York Times bestselling author Alexandra’s Ivy’s long-running series . . . WHEN DARKNESS
COMES Abby Barlow has just survived an explosion and watched her employer die, and now she’s in a
seedy Chicago hotel with the sexy, unearthly Dante, a man she both desires and fears. For 341 years,
Dante has stood as guardian to The Chalice, a mortal woman chosen to hold back the darkness. A twist of
fate has made Abby that woman. Now she is Dante’s to protect, at all costs . . . EMBRACE THE DARKNESS
The last of her kind, half human, half Shalott, Lady Shay’s blood is a precious aphrodisiac to vampires.
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But when a curse lands her on the slave auction block, Viper, chief of a deadly vampire clan, longs to
possess her. Yet he wants her to surrender freely—and is willing to go to hell and back to spend eternity
with her . . . DARKNESS EVERLASTING Possessing a secret strong enough to end a race of demons, Darcy
Smith is an unwitting pawn in an epic battle. Consumed with lust for Darcy, vampire Styxwill do anything
to keep her from Salvatore Giuliani, the leader of the weres who aims to make her queen. Which man can
Darcy trust? For all it takes is one bite to plunge her into a lifetime of servitude—or pleasure . . .
DARKNESS REVEALED Two hundred years ago Anna Randal gave herself to Conde Cezar in a night of
passion. Since then, Anna has become ﬁlled with unearthly power, and the vampire responsible has
eluded her eﬀorts to track him down, until now. . . . Cezar’s encounter with Anna cost him two centuries
of penance. But one thing hasn’t changed—his body’s response to her . . . DARKNESS UNLEASHED A
scarred recluse, Jagr makes no secret of his disdain for others. But as a member of Chicago’s powerful
vampire clan, he must track down a missing were pureblood Regan Garrett. But Regan has no intention
of complying. And though Jagr agreed not to harm the stubborn female, he’ll gladly kiss her into
submission, awakening an urge he hasn’t felt in centuries . . .
The Great Gold Swindle: Yamashita's Gold Phoenix Powers
Sign and the Seal Graham Hancock 1993-07-02 A journalist tells of his quest to ﬁnd the Ark of the
Covenant, how he traced it to a remote corner of war-torn Ethiopia, and the signiﬁcance of the Ark and its
mysterious disappearance
Gemstone of Paradise G. Ronald Murphy 2010 The story of the Holy Grail has gripped the imaginations
of millions since it ﬁrst appeared in medieval romances, among them Wolfram von Eschenbach's Middle
High German Parzival (c. 1210). Strangely, the Grail is identiﬁed in Parzival not as a cup or dish, but as a
stone. This oddity is usually interpreted merely as further evidence of the diﬃculty of discerning the true
sources of the Grail legend. G. Ronald Murphy seeks to illuminate this mystery and to enable a far better
appreciation of Wolfram's insight into the nature of the Grail and its relationship to the Crusades.
Wolfram's -sacred stone- was in fact a consecrated altar, precious by virtue of the sacrament but also,
Murphy argues, by virtue of the material from which it was made: a precious green stone associated with
the rivers of Paradise. Parzival, Murphy believes, was intended as an argument against continued eﬀorts
by Latin Christians to recover the Sepulchre by force. In Wolfram's story, warring Christians and Muslims
are brought together in peace by the power of the Grail - a stone Murphy believes still exists. An entirely
original reading of Wolfram's famous text, this engrossing and accessible book appeals not only to
scholars and students of medieval literature but to anyone who is drawn to the lasting mystery of the
Holy Grail.
Call of the Phoenix Erik Daniel Shein 2017-12-14 Ever since the beginning, people have shared the world
with the animals. Magical guardians once guided the people to treat all Earth’s creatures with reverence.
The mystical winged serpent, Challis, lived within the chosen guardians, guiding them to promote a
peaceful co-existence. When her spirit transcended from the mystical amulet to the next spirit keeper,
darkness eroded her purity, making her pure magic a new vessel for darkness. When the new keeper’s
reign was broken, the damage had already been done. The keepers faded into the backdrop of our
history, praying that one day a new generation of guardians would restore the balance of their world. No
one could have known centuries would pass, that it would take a modern world to retrieve the magic of
long ago. When fourteen-year-old Seraphina Miles is sent to live with her estranged archaeologist father,
she has no idea she would be in for the adventure of a lifetime. When she ﬁnds a strange amulet hidden
in the ruins of Machu Picchu, her boring summer is suddenly ﬁlled with a magic beyond her dreams. The
amulet leads her to a golden egg in the middle of a burning ﬁre. When the shell breaks, the phoenix
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hatchling nestled inside imprints on Sera. Their special connection sends her on a quest to ﬁnd the
missing stones which will give her the power to defeat the winged serpent that hides in the shadows.
Medieval Mysteries Karen Ralls 2014-03-01 Journey into twelve of the world's favorite medieval
mysteries and cross the threshold into the world of the High Middle Ages. From Chaucer's "Canterbury
Tales" to Umberto Eco's "Name of the Rose" to Dan Brown's bestselling "The Da Vinci Code," the
medieval period continues to intrigue, inspire, entertain and fascinate many today. For the general
reader and specialist alike, medieval expert, former Rosslyn Chapel museum exhibition curator and
bestselling author Dr. Karen Ralls guides the reader through the key historical facts, legends and lore,
aﬃliated places and major symbolism of each of these 12 popular medieval enigmas, providing a lively
introductory portal which includes some of the lesser-known, sidelined or unacknowledged aspects of
each of these enduring topics. The story of each subject comes alive as never before, providing a solid
introduction for all readers as well as further suggested resources for teachers and researchers. Also
included are photographs, a recommended reading section, maps, a list of the key major sites associated
with each topic, and a full Bibliography. Topics covered include: King Arthur, Merlin and GlastonburyThe
Grail Quest Mary MagdaleneThe real meaning of Black MadonnasThe Knights Templar, the Cathers, and
Rosslyn ChapelMedieval Guides and TroubadoursHeresy and Heretics Let this book serve as your
personal pilgrimage back to the High Middle Ages - a time of potent symbolism, occult knowledge, and
spiritual quests.
The Holy Grail Richard W. Barber 2004 Traces the varied history, legends, and myths of the Holy Grail,
from the medieval Church's religious version of the secular ideal and Chrétien de Troyes's twelfth-century
romances to popular best sellers of the late twentieth century.
Mysteries and Secrets: The 16-Book Complete Codex Lionel and Patricia Fanthorpe 2014-11-12 This
special 16-book bundle collects fearless investigations into the paranormal from the pens of Lionel and
Patricia Fanthorpe, who for several decades been researching and writing about ancient and eternal
mysteries. Their entertaining and thought-provoking works span numerous topics, from numerology,
freemasonry, voodoo, satanism and witchcraft to the very nature of death and time. Additionally, they
have produced numerous volumes examining the great unexplained mysteries and places of history,
including The Bible, European castles, strange murders, arcane objects of power, the mysterious depths
of the sea and remarkable people. Take a strange and beautiful trip to the mystical side of life in this
special set! Includes Death Mysteries and Secrets of Numerology Mysteries and Secrets of the Masons
Mysteries and Secrets of the Templars Mysteries and Secrets of Time Mysteries and Secrets of Voodoo,
Santeria, and Obeah Satanism and Demonology Secrets of the World’s Undiscovered Treasures The Big
Book of Mysteries The Oak Island Mystery The World’s Greatest Unsolved Mysteries The World’s Most
Mysterious Castles The World’s Most Mysterious Murders The World’s Most Mysterious Objects The
World’s Most Mysterious People Unsolved Mysteries of the Sea
Love, War, and the Grail Helen Nicholson 2001 Includes genealogical charts of kings and noblemen
associated with the search for the grail.
The Emerald Tablet Dennis William Hauck 1999-03-01 The Emerald Tablet—an ancient document that
contains the essence of the alchemical teachings—has had an important inﬂuence on many Western
spiritual and religious traditions. Ostensibly concerned with turning base metals into gold, alchemy was
in fact dedicated to transforming the lead of self into the gold of spirit. This brilliant history of alchemy
traces its sources back to ancient Egypt, and presents alchemy as a useful, practical system of selftransformation. Each of the seven steps of alchemical transformation is explained, with hands-on
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techniques and exercises, treating alchemy as a living discipline for achieving a spiritual awakening.
The Quest 2003
A Lapidary of Sacred Stones Claude Lecouteux 2012-12-04 A comprehensive dictionary of sacred and
magical gem lore that draws on the rarest source texts of Antiquity and the Middle Ages • Reveals the
healing and magical virtues of familiar gemstones, such as amethyst, emerald, and diamond, as well as
the lore surrounding exotic stones such as astrios, a stone celebrated by ancient magicians • Examines
bezoars (stones formed in animals’ bodies) and “magnets” that attract materials other than metal •
Based on ancient Arabic, Greek, Jewish, and European sources, ranging from the observations of Pliny the
Elder to extremely rare texts such as the Picatrix and Damigeron’s Virtue of Stones Our ancestors
believed stones were home to sacred beings of power, entities that if properly understood and cultivated
could provide people protection from ill fortune, envy, and witchcraft; grant invisibility and other magical
powers; improve memory; and heal the sick from a wide variety of diseases. These beneﬁts could be
obtained by wearing the stone on a ring, bracelet, or pendant; through massage treatments with the
stone; or by reducing the gem into a powder and drinking it mixed with water or wine. Drawing from a
wealth of ancient Arabic, Greek, Jewish, and European sources--from the observations of Pliny the Elder
to extremely rare texts such as the Picatrix and Damigeron’s Virtue of Stones--Claude Lecouteux
provides a synthesis of all known lore for more than 800 stones. He includes such common examples as
the emerald, which when engraved with the ﬁgure of a harpy holding a lamprey in its claws will banish
panic and nightmares, and beryl, which when appropriately carved can summon water spirits or win its
owner high renown, as well as more exotic stones such as astrios, a stone celebrated by ancient
magicians and whose center glows like a star. Lecouteux also examines bezoars--stones formed in
animals’ bodies--as well as “magnets” that attract materials other than iron, such as gold, ﬂesh, cotton,
or scorpions. This comprehensive dictionary of sacred and magical gem lore, drawn from the rarest
sources of Antiquity and the Middle Ages, represents a one-of-a-kind resource for gem enthusiasts and
magical practitioners alike.
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